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Abstract—One of the fundamental problems encountered by
large-scale computing systems, such as clusters and cloud, is
to schedule a set of jobs submitted by the users. Each job is
characterized by resource demands, as well as start and comple-
tion time. Each job must be scheduled to execute on a machine
having the required capacity between the start and completion
time (referred as interval) of the job. Each machine is defined by
a parallelism parameter g that indicates the maximum number
of jobs that can be processed by the machine, in parallel. The
above problem is referred to as the interval scheduling problem
with bounded parallelism. The objective is to minimize the total
busy time of all machines. Majority of the solutions proposed in
the literature consider homogeneous set of jobs and machines
that is a simplified assumption as in practice, heterogeneous
jobs and machines are frequently encountered. In this article,
we tackle the aforesaid problem with a set of heterogeneous jobs
and machines. A major contribution of our work is that the
problem is addressed in a novel way by combining a graph-
based approach and a dynamic programming approach which is
based on a variation of bin packing problem. A greedy algorithm
is also proposed by employing only a graph-based approach at
the aim to reduce the computational complexity. Experimental
results show that the proposed algorithms can significantly reduce
the cumulative busy interval over all machines compared with
state-of-the-art algorithms proposed in the literature.

Index Terms—interval scheduling, computer systems, bounded
parallelism, optimization

I. INTRODUCTION

In the interval scheduling problem each job is specified
by a half-open interval on the real line. Specifically, such a
half-open interval represents the time interval during which a
job must be processed. In the aforementioned problem, it is
assumed that each job can be assigned on some machine of the
underlying system, under the constraint that a machine cannot
process more than one job at any given time. In the last few
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years, the research community has focused on the same prob-
lem with the difference being that a machine can process more
than one job concurrently [12]. The aforementioned problem
is called interval scheduling with bounded parallelism.

An important parameter to consider while addressing the
interval scheduling problem is the type of jobs used to solve
the aforesaid problem. Majority of the algorithms proposed
to address the interval scheduling problem use homogeneous
jobs, see for instance [8], [2] and [11], where the jobs demand-
ing k processing resources are split into k jobs with processing
resources of one unit. However, such an approach cannot be
applied in cloud computing where the number of processing
resources maybe abstract units. Another important issue is that
many of the aforementioned approaches tackle only specific
applications where job overlaps form clique instances and thus
they cannot work for the general case [11].

In this work, we investigate the same problem assuming
that jobs within the system are heterogeneous and thus the
proposed approaches can be applied in cloud computing.
Moreover, the problem is tackled in a different manner than all
of the previous works. Specifically, the problem is addressed in
a graph-based way by employing dynamic programming and
greedy techniques. Specifically, jobs are considered according
to their overlaps and a graph is constructed with each edge
representing the overlap between the jobs adjacent to the
edge in question. The graph is taken into account by greedy
and dynamic programming approaches to place jobs with
high overlaps in the same machine. With those approaches,
we attempt to pack (schedule) the maximum number of
allowed jobs in each machine per time instance considering a
capacity constraint reflecting the computing resources of the
corresponding machine. Secondly, jobs having higher overlap
intervals (parallelism) are scheduled at the same machine
leading to reduction in overall machine busy interval and thus
in energy savings.

Interval scheduling can be applied to applications like video978-1-7281-9074-7/20/$31.00 © 2020 IEEE



coding/transcoding jobs [13], data analytics systems where
jobs are usually recurring [14] and cloud gaming [6]. This stem
from the fact that the resource demands of the aforementioned
applications are mostly known a-priori. As a result the duration
of their jobs can be easily predicted with high accuracy.
Such applications are usually hosted in Clusters or Cloud, so
minimizing the busy time of the underlying system can result
in less energy consumption or service provisioning time, which
both translate into less monetary cost [11] and [16].

Major contributions of this work are summarized as follows:
• We tackle the interval scheduling problem with bounded

parallelism using a graph-based approach.
• A graph-based approach is combined with a dynamic

programming technique to solve the interval scheduling
problem aiming at the performance and a greedy tech-
nique aiming at a low computational complexity.

• Extensive simulations are conducted to analyze the per-
formance of proposed algorithms against state-of-the-art
algorithms using real-world workloads.

Remaining of the article is organized as follows. Section II
presents some of the prior research that closely matches this
work. System models and problem formulation are discussed
in Section III. The proposed approaches are presented in
Section IV. Experimental evaluation and discussion on results
is provided in Section V. Section VI concludes the paper with
some directions for future work.

II. RELATED WORK

A dual coloring algorithm is proposed in [16] to solve the
problem of interval scheduling. The problem setting is the
same with our paper. The proposed approach achieves a 4-
approximation. The algorithm divides the jobs into two groups,
a small group and a large group.The small group consists
of jobs having resource demands no larger than half of the
capacity of a given machine. The large group consists of
jobs having resource demands larger than half of the machine
capacity. Jobs in large group are placed arbitrarily, while jobs
in small group are placed by following a demand chart. In our
paper we propose a completely different approach against that
of [16].

In [15], authors proposed an algorithm called EMinTRE-
LFT to minimize total busy time targeting virtual machine
allocation in IaaS clouds. The proposed heuristic allocates
virtual machines that request resources within fixed time
intervals such that energy consumption is minimized while
all resource demands are satisfied. The above work addresses
the same problem as ours, with the difference being that their
approach is completely different against ours. Specifically,
the approach in [15] at a first step sorts the entire set of
VMs in decreasing order based on their finishing time. In a
second step, each VM is assigned to the physical machine that
minimizes the busy time and has enough resources to provision
the VM.

Another work that closely matches the problem being
addressed in this paper is presented in [12]. The authors
addressed the problem of scheduling jobs on parallel machines

having identical capacity to process specified number of jobs
at any given time. Objective is to optimize total busy interval
of all the machines that are used to schedule all the jobs. The
authors presented multiple algorithms with different approxi-
mation bounds considering two distinct cases including proper
intervals and clique instances. Authors presented a (2– 1

g )
approximation algorithm for proper interval graphs termed as
BestCut (g represents the parallelization degree of a machine).
Moreover, authors presented a polynomial time algorithm for
finding optimal schedule for proper clique instances.

In classical bin packing, set of items are packed into
minimum number of bins. Classical bin packing problem and
its variations has been studied extensively in the literature.
Once an item is mapped to a bin, it cannot be migrated
to another bin. In [7], authors analyzed competitive ratios
and proposed bin packing algorithms such as First Fit (FF)
and Best Fit (BF) to solve the interval scheduling problem.
All these aforementioned algorithms belong to the family
of packing algorithms that use a new bin only if none of
the currently used bin can accommodate that incoming item.
The aforementioned work closely matches our work regarding
problem setting.

A dynamic programming approach is discussed in [9]
which is a variation of knapsack problem and packs objects
with variable benefits. The aforementioned approach considers
packing tasks communicating each other. Unfortunately, such
an approach cannot be applied on the interval scheduling
problem because it does not consider the dimension of time.
For example, in the aforementioned work when packing some
tasks on a machine, then the knapsack size cannot be exceeded
by the total processing demands of tasks hosted in the respec-
tive knapsack. On the other hand, in the interval scheduling
problem when jobs are packed on the same machine their total
processing demands may exceed the knapsack size because
those jobs may not overlap in time. The dynamic programming
approach discussed in this work captures the dimension of
time.

The works having a close resemblance to our problem are
the ones appearing in [7], [15], and [16].

III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. System Model

The underlying system consists of a set of jobs J =
{j1, j2, . . . , jK}. Let sx and cx denote the starting and
completion time of job jx, respectively. Therefore, the ex-
ecution interval of a job jx is represented by a half open
interval [sx, cx) denoted by Ix. Let the length of Ix be
denoted by L(Ix) and expressed by (1). Moreover, each job
jx has certain processing demands, denoted by wx, during
its execution within the system. Below we define the per-
centage execution overlap between two jobs. However, we
first proceed to some other definitions. Let Iox,y represent
the execution overlap interval between jx and jy . Putting
otherwise, Iox,y is the intersection of Ix and Iy . The starting
and completion time of Iox,y is max(sx, sy) and min(cx, cy),
respectively. The union interval between two jobs jx and jy



is expressed by Iux,y . The starting and completion time of
Iux,y is min(sx, sy) and max(cx, cy). It must be noted that
Iox,y and Iux,y are defined only when the execution overlap
between jx and jy is strictly greater than zero. Therefore,
the percentage execution overlap is denoted by P(x,y), which
is expressed by (2). Note that when the execution overlap
between jx and jy is zero then we set P(x,y) equal to zero.

L(Ix) = cx − sx (1) Px,y =
L(Iox,y)

L(Iux,y)
× 100 (2)

The underlying system comprises also a set of machines
M = {m1,m2, . . . ,mN}. Each machine mi is character-
ized by a parallelism parameter gi representing its degree
of parallelism (putting otherwise, the computing capacity of
mi). Specifically, the degree of parallelism (gi) indicates the
number of processing elements that mi is equipped with.

B. Problem Formulation
To proceed with the problem formulation, we first need

to give some definitions and equations. Let F be an n × k
matrix encoding the assignment of jobs onto machines. Par-
ticularly, Fi,x equals one when jx is assigned onto mi,
otherwise equals zero. The constraint expressed by (3) is
used to guarantee that the computing demands of the jobs
assigned onto a machine cannot exceed the computing capacity
of the machine in question. On the other hand, (4) states
that a job cannot be assigned to more than one machine.

k∑
x=1

Fi,xdx ≤ gi,∀i (3)
n∑

i=1

Fi,x ≤ 1,∀x (4)

The machine busy time is defined as the sum of the length of
intervals that the machine in question processes at least one
job. Given a job assignment F , the busy time of machine mi is
signified by Bi(F ), which is expressed by (5). To explain (5),
we first define through (6) the multiplication of an interval [l, r]
with a scalar a. According to the above, when Fi,x equals one
then Fi,xIx = Ix, otherwise Fi,xIx = [0, 0]. It must be noted
that the length of [0, 0] equals zero. Therefore, (5) expresses
the length of the union of execution intervals of jobs assigned
onto mi based on assignment F .

Bi(F ) = L

(
K⋃

x=1

Fi,x, Ix

)
(5)

a · [l, r] def= [a · l, a · r] (6)

The objective of this paper is to minimize the total busy time
of all machines within the system (i.e. to minimize (7)), with
respect to constraints expressed by (3) and (4).

N∑
i=1

Bi(F ) (7)

The problem can be formally stated as “Given a set of jobs
J having variable intervals and set of machines M having
variable parallelism parameter G, find a feasible assignment
F of jobs onto machines such that total cost (busy interval) of
the system is minimized, with respect to constraints expressed
by (3) and (4)”.

IV. PROPOSED APPROACHES

A. A Graph-based Greedy Approach (Graph-GR)

The graph-based greedy (Graph-GR) algorithm sorts all
edges based on their percentage of overlap value in a de-
creasing order. The algorithm chooses, in an iterative fashion,
an edge e from the top of the list to be packed onto some
machine mi (the selection of the machine is explained below).
When saying an e is packed onto mi, we mean that the jobs
adjacent to e are assigned onto mi. For the machine selection,
we employ two traditional bin packing techniques (i.e.,first fit
and best fit) resulting into Graph-GR+FF and Graph-GR+BF.
In Graph-GR+FF, the first available open machine m is chosen
such that the chosen edge e to be packed on the machine in
question. In case there is no available open machine to host the
jobs adjacent to e, then a new machine is opened to host the
jobs in question. In Graph-GR+BF, the entire list of open bins
is scanned and the one minimizing the busy time is chosen.
In case there is no available open machine to host the jobs
adjacent to e, then a new machine is opened to host the jobs
in question. It must be noted that when for a chosen edge e: (i)
both adjacent jobs are already assigned to some machine(s),
then the edge e is removed from the list; and (ii) one of the
two jobs adjacent to e is already assigned to some machine
mj , then when choosing e to be packed onto mi it must hold
true that mi ≡ mj .

B. A Graph-based Dynamic Programming Approach (Graph-
DP)

Below we explain how part of our problem to minimize the
busy time of a machine can be seen as a variation of knapsack
problem where objects have variable benefit. Specifically, each
edge can be seen as an object to be packed on knapsack. The
weight of the object represents the total resource demands of
the jobs adjacent to the respective edge. The knapsack as well
as its size G represent a machine and its processing resources,
respectively. The benefit of an object (i.e., edge) represents its
percentage of overlap. In that way, packing jobs adjacent to
edges with a big percentage of overlap, translates into less
busy time. By maximizing the benefit of such a variation of
knapsack, we maximize the execution overlap among the jobs
being assigned on the knapsack in question. In that way, we
minimize the busy time of the machine represented by the
respective knapsack. Unfortunately, the approach discussed in
[9] cannot be applied on the interval scheduling problem due
to the intervals.

We approach the interval scheduling problem by combining
the graph-based approach along with a dynamic programming
technique as shown in Alg. 3. Specifically, Graph-DP routine
takes as input a matrix of edges. The kth edge inside the
routine is denoted by E[k]. The benefit and the processing
demands of the kth edge are defined by E[k].b and E[k].d,
respectively. The jobs adjacent to the edge represented by
the kth object are defined as E[k].j1 and E[k].j2, while
their processing demands are denoted as E[k].d1 and E[k].d2,
respectively. Before further elaborating on the functionality



of Graph-DP routine, we give explanations about EdgeBenefit
and addInterval routines.

Algorithm 1: EdgeBenefit Routine

Input: jx (job to be added on the machine), jy (job to be added on the machine),
JobList (list of jobs already contained in the machine)

1: benefit=0
2: for each jz ∈ JobList do
3: if (jx 6∈ JobList) then
4: benefit+=Px,z .
5: end if
6: if (jy 6∈ JobList) then
7: benefit+=Py,z .
8: end if
9: if (jx 6∈ JobList && jy 6∈ JobList) then

10: benefit+=Px,y .
11: end if
12: end for
13: return benefit

EdgeBenefit Routine. Calculates the benefit of an edge
added to the machine under consideration. The above calcu-
lation takes place by calling the EdgeBenefit routine shown
in Alg. 1. The routine takes as input the jobs adjacent to the
object (i.e., edge) under consideration as well as a list of jobs
contained already in the machine under consideration. When
adding the kth edge under consideration into the solution, then
we calculate the sum of: (a) the benefit of adding E[k].j1 (if
it is not already included) into the solution; (b) the benefit of
adding E[k].j2 (if it is not already included) into knapsack;
and (c) the benefit of both E[k].j1 and E[k].j2 (if both of
them are not already included into the solution). Specifically,
the benefit of adding E[k].j1/j2 into the machine under
consideration is equal to the sum of the weights of edges that
belong to the solution if and only if E[k].j1/j2 is included
into the solution (lines 2-9).

AddInterval Routine. This routine adds the interval Ix
of a given job jx into a set of non-overlapped intervals IS
(sorted in an increasing order as per time) as follows. For any
given set of intervals, we keep track the maximum processing
demands (denoted by maxd) among all time intervals listed
in IS. If IS is empty, then we set its maxd to zero (line
1). The processing demands needed during a given interval
Ia is captured by Ia.d. Because intervals listed in IS may
not correspond to a distinct job, we rename Ix to Ia (line
2) to avoid any confusion. For any interval Iz listed in IS
(line 3), we examine whether there is an overlap between Ia
and Iz (line 4). If not, then we proceed with the next interval
listed in IS. If so, we consider the following four cases: (i) Ia
fully contains Iz (line 5), then we may result to at most three
intervals (Ib, Iz , Ia). Ib corresponds to the interval [sa, sz)
and thus it holds that Ib.d = Ia.d (line 6). It must be noted
that Ib is ∅ when sa = sz . Iz corresponds to the intersection
between Ia and Iz , and thus Iz.d = Iz.d + Ia.d (line 7). Ia
is redefined as [sz, ca) (line 8). IS is updated to capture the
changes regarding the new processing demands of Iz , while
Ib is added to IS (line 9). In line 10, IS.maxd is updated to
the maximum between previous IS.maxd and Iz.d. Note that
the redefined Ia is not included yet in IS, because it will be
examined if it has overlap with the rest intervals listed in IS.

Algorithm 2: AddInterval Routine

Input: jx (job to be added on the machine), IS (set of intervals sorted in an increasing
order as per time)

1: IS==∅ ? IS.maxd = 0: do nothing
2: Ia = [sx, c + x), Ia.d← dx

3: for each Iz ∈ IS do
4: if Ia ∩ Iz 6=∅ then

5: if sa ≤ sz && ca ≥ cz then
6: Ib = [sa, sz), Ib.d← Ia.d
7: Iz.d← Iz.d + Ia.d
8: Ia = [cz, ca)
9: IS.update(Iz), IS.add(Ib)

10: IS.maxd = max(IS.maxd, Iz.d)
11: else if sa ≥ sz&&ca ≥ cz then
12: Ib = [sz, sa), Ib.d← Iz.d
13: Ic = [sa, cz), Ic.d← Ia.d + Iz.d
14: Ia = [cz, ca)
15: IS.rmv(Iz), IS.add(Ib, Ic)
16: IS.maxd = max(IS.maxd, Ic.d)
17: else if sa ≤ sz&&ca ≤ cz then
18: Ib = [sz, ca), Ib.d← Ia.d + Iz.d
19: Ic = [sa, sz), Ic.d← Ia.d
20: Ia = [ca, cz)
21: IS.rmv(Iz), IS.add(Ib, Ic)
22: IS.maxd = max(IS.maxd, Ib.d)
23: BREAK
24: else if sa ≥ sz&&ca ≤ cz then
25: Ib = [sz, sa), Ib.d← Iz.d
26: Ia.d← Ia.d + Iz.d
27: Ic = [ca, cz), Ic.d← Iz.d
28: IS.rmv(Iz), I.add(Ib, Ic)
29: IS.maxd = max(IS.maxd, Ib.d)
30: BREAK
31: end if

32: end if
33: IS.add(Ia)
34: IS.maxd = max(IS.maxd, Ia.d)
35: return IS

In case there is no overlap with any of the rest intervals listed
in IS, then Ia is included in IS and IS.maxd is updated
correspondingly (lines 34-35). (ii) Ia contains a part of Iz
such that sa > sz ca ≥ cz (line 11). The update of IS as
well as IS.maxg takes place in a similar manner as that of (i)
(lines 12-16). (iii) Ia contains a part of Iz such that sa ≤ sz
ca < cz (line 17). The update of IS as well as IS.maxd
takes place in a similar manner as that of (i) (see lines 18-22),
with the difference being that we exit the FOR loop (line 23)
because there cannot exist any other interval listed in IS that
has overlap with the redefined Ia. (iv) Ia is fully contained
by Iz (line 24). The update of IS as well as IS.maxd takes
place in a similar manner as that of (i) (lines 25-29), with the
difference being that we exit the FOR loop (line 30). It must
be noted that when Ia = ∅, we assume that IS.add(Ia) does
nothing, while Ia.d = 0.

Graph-DP. Let K be the total number of edges within the
system and G be the capacity (i.e., the processing resources)
of the machine under consideration. The problem is solved by
employing three matrices of size (K + 1) × (G + 1). Jobs
participating in the explored solutions are stored into a matrix
called J , while the total benefit of them is stored into a matrix
called B. The third matrix (called I) is employed to store
in a consolidated manner the intervals of jobs participating
in the explored solutions. Specifically, matrix I is useful to
investigate whether a solution does not violate the current
machine capacity. The solutions are explored in a dynamic



Algorithm 3: Graph-DP Routine

Input: E (Edge matrix), G (machine capacity)
1: B[k][g] = 0 (for each k, g)
2: J[k][g]← ∅ (for each k, g)
3: I[k][g]← ∅ (for each k, g)
4: for k = 1 to K do
5: for g = 1 to G do
6: B1 ← B[k − 1][g]
7: B2 ← 0
8: for z = 0 to min(E[k].d, g) do
9: if E[k].d1 > g ‖ E[k].d2 > g then

10: BREAK
11: end if
12: IS ← I[k − 1][g − z]
13: if E[k].j1 6∈ J[k − 1][g − z] then
14: IS ← AddInterval(E[k].j1, IS)
15: end if
16: if E[k].j2 6∈ J[k − 1][g − z] then
17: IS ← AddInterval(E[k].j2, IS)
18: end if
19: if IS.maxd ≤ g then
20: B2 ← EdgeBenefit(E[k].j1, E[k].j2, J[k − 1][g − z]) +

B[k − 1][g − z]
21: BREAK
22: end if
23: end for
24: B[k][g]← max(B1, B2)
25: B1 > B2?J[k][g] ← J[k − 1][g] : J[k][g] ← J[k − 1][g − z] ∪

{E[k].j1, E[k].j2}
26: B1 > B2?I[k][g]← I[k − 1][g] : I[k][g]← IS
27: end for
28: end for
29: return jobs contained in J[k][g] and benefit B[k][g]

programming manner. Particularly, each element of B/J/I is
set to 0/∅/∅ (lines 1-3). The kth row of B/J/I signifies the
solution when considering the kth edge. On the other hand,
the gth column signifies the current machine capacity (i.e., g).
As a result, the kth row and gth column of B/S/I encode the
benefit, jobs, and intervals regarding the sub-problem solution
for k edges and machine capacity equalling g. Specifically,
B[k][g] represents the benefit of the solution regarding the
first k objects and knapsack capacity of g.

To calculate the benefit of the sub-problem of kth row
and gth column (i.e., B[k][g]) we proceed as follows. If k
or g equals zero, then we set B[k][g] = 0. Otherwise, we
discern the following two cases and choose the one resulting
in the maximum benefit: (a) The edge under consideration
is not included in the sub-problem solution when machine
size equals g. The above means that J [k][g] does not contain
both jobs adjacent to kth edge (J [k][g] may contain only one
or none job). (b) The edge under consideration is included
into the sub-problem solution of machine size equaling g.
The benefit of the sub-problem solution regarding case (a)
denoted as B1 is equal to B[k − 1][g] (line 6). The benefit
of the sub-problem solution regarding case (b) denoted as B2

is more complicated (see the explanation below). Specifically,
the algorithm investigates in a gradual manner whether kth

object can be included to any of the sub-problem solutions
B[k− 1][g− z] (lines 8-23). Note that z is a variable running
from 0 to the minimum between processing demands of the
edge under consideration (E[k].d) and g.In case the processing
demands of any of the jobs adjacent to the kth edge (i.e.,
E[k].j1 and E[k].j2) exceed the current resource capacity g
of the machine under consideration, we exit from the FOR

loop (line 10). Otherwise, we set the current interval set IS
to I[k − 1][g − z] (line 12). In the sequel, the algorithm
investigates whether any of the jobs adjacent to kth edge is
not included in the sub-problem solution J [k−1][g−z]. If so,
we call the AddInterval routine with the arguments being the
corresponding job and the current interval set IS (lines 13-18).
Subsequently, we examine whether the maximum processing
demands of the current interval set exceeds the current capacity
of the machine under consideration. If so, we run the next
iteration of FOR loop increasing z. Otherwise, we calculate
the benefit of adding kth edge onto the sub-problem solution
B[k − 1][g − z] (line 20) and exit the FOR loop (line 21).
Subsequently, we choose the maximum benefit among the
aforementioned cases and store it to B[k][g] (line 24). If the
benefit of case (a) is greater than the benefit of case (b), the
solution J [k − 1][g] and I[k − 1][g] are stored onto J [k][g]
and I[k][g], respectively. Otherwise, J [k][g] contains the union
among the jobs contained in J [k − 1][g − z] and the adjacent
jobs of kth edge; while I[k][g] contains the intervals included
in IS. All the above are illustrated in lines 25-26.

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

A. Experimental Setup

To analyse the performance of proposed algorithm, we con-
ducted extensive simulations with varying number of jobs and
set of machines. The experiments were conducted on a Linux
server with two 6-core Intel Xeon E5-2630 CPUs running at
2.3GHz. Real-world workloads were used as shown in Table
I. The performance of the proposed algorithms was measured
in terms of busy time against state-of-the-art algorithms in
the literature (First-Fit [7], Best-Fit [7], EMinTRE-LFT [15],
and dual coloring algorithm [16]). It must be noted that the
dual coloring algorithm achieves by far the worst results
against all the algorithms in the literature and our proposed
algorithms. Specifically, Graph-DP achieves a considerable
better performance (around 45% on average) against the dual
coloring algorithm [16] in almost all workloads. To avoid
cluttering we do not show the performance of the dual coloring
algorithm in the following figures.

TABLE I: Workloads

id Name
1 SDSC Par96 [4] 9 SDSC SP2r [4] 17 PIK 2009 [4]
2 LLNL Atlas [4] 10 HPC2N [4] 18 RICC 2010 [4]
3 Sandia Ros [4] 11 SDSC BLUE [4] 19 KTH SP2 [4]
4 SDSC DataStar [4] 12 AuverGrid [1] 20 SDSC Par95 [17]
5 LCG [1] 13 CERIT-SC [5] 21 CTC SP2 [4]
6 MetaCentrum [5] 14 Eucalyptus [18] 22 LPC EGEE [10]
7 NASA iPSC [5] 15 KIT FH2 2016 [4] 23 Grid5000 [1]
8 OSC Cluster [4] 16 UniLu Gaia 2014 [4] 24 AzurePDV1 [3]

We first fix k = 32 and show the box plot in Fig. 1.
Note that the trends when varying k from 4 to 128 are
shown latter on. We observe that Graph-DP achieves the best
performance. The reason that the aforementioned approach
perform better than the rest of the algorithms is that there
are cases where the latter ones do not pack together jobs
with high values in their execution overlap. The same holds



true considering the runners-up algorithms. Graph-GR+BF is
about 4% better compared to BF and about 3.6% worst than
Graph-DP+RM. Graph-DP+FF is about 7% better compared
to FF and about 4% worst than Graph-DP+RM. The worst
performance is achieved by FF (about 10% worst compared
to Graph-DP+RM, and Graph-DP).

Fig. 1: Normalized busy time

Fig. 2 presents the performance in busy time of Graph-
DP as a percentage of improvement over the rest of the
algorithms. We set k to vary from 4 to 128. First, it is clear
that any performance difference is rather small as k increases
and Graph-DP performs better (up to 12%) against all of
the algorithms. This fact is particularly encouraging for our
method as the performance of the proposed algorithm is stable
for different values of k. Another interesting observation is that
when k increases form k = 64 to k = 128 a small performance
degradation of Graph-DP is observed (about 4% against FF
and EMinTRE-LFT and 1% against BF). The above is justified
by the fact that when k = 128 machines have enough capacity
to pack together jobs with high overlap, and thus any packing
algorithm may improve its performance. It must be noted
that utilizing machines with more than 128 cores is probably
unrealistic for some parallel systems or Cloud providers. For
example, the maximum number of vCPUs offered by Amazon
is 96 for general propose dedicated instances.

Fig. 2: Average performance improvement (%) for the busy
time of Graph-DP against the rest algorithms.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we introduced new approaches to tackle the
interval scheduling problem with bounded parallelism. We

presented graph-based greedy approaches as well as graph-
based dynamic programming variants to solve the interval
scheduling problem. The work presented in this article can be
extended in different dimensions. For example, one dimension
is to extend algorithms to consider multiple resources such
as bandwidth and memory. Another dimension could be to
combine the proposed approaches with artificial intelligence
algorithms to further improve their performance.
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